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Ballistic Transport in 0.05 pm-Gate AlGaAs/GaAs MODFET
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We.report for the first time an experimental evidence of ballistic transport in
AlGaAs/GaAs MODFET with the gate length down to 0.05 p m. Based on the proposed
modeling of the device, we have found that the carrier velocity of the device reaches 6.5x107 cm/s
that is independent of temperature. This enhanced velocity ii due ro the high electric field under
the gate, which is obtained by deep and narrow gate-recess process. The
temperature-independency implies that the electrons are fransported without suffering from optical
phonon and/or inter-valley scattering.

l.Introduction

It has been recognized that nonstationary effects
such as ballistic and overshoot carrier transport should
l-mplove the performance of deep-submicron demension
devices. Recent advances of electron-beam lithography
have enabled the fabrication of field effect traniisiors
with deep-submicron gate lengths. Several reports have
already been published on modulation-doped field effect
transistors(MODFETs) with deep-submicron gare
lengths that have shown excellent dc and microwave
performancel,2). These performances would be
atributed to the enhanced carrier velocity in the process
of nonstationary transport. Although a lot of ieports
have been maie on ihe ballistid trinip*i lri the
MODFETs simulated by using Monte Carlo method3),
ng e.xpe-rimental evidence of ballistic transport was
obtained so far.

In this paper, we report for the first time the
direct evidence of ballistic carrier transport in
AlGaAs/GaAs MODFETs with the gate length down to
9..QS-1r q. The ballistic transport re(uires h-igh electric
flglO and very,short carrier ransit tiine undei the gate.
What is crucial in obtaining these features is to reduce
the parastic resistance between source and drain and to
reduce the gate length as well. Then we have reduced
lh9 parastic.resisrance by using 0.15p m deep and
0.25 p m- widg-.gare-recess. Based on the newly
proposed modeling of the device, we extracted th-e
carier velocity in the devices from the dc characteristics
at 77K and 300K. Thq velocity in the 0.05 p m-gare
MODFET reaches 6.5xl07Cm/s independent- of
temperatures.

2.Modeling for carrier velocities

shown i1 Fig.-2, where the constant carier velocity v, is
assumed tunder the gate. The depletion layer reaches
just to tle hgtero-interface, then the current flows only
in the 2DEG. First, we consider the long channel casb
as shown in Fig.2(a). The change of the currenr A i in
the 2DEG, which is modified by the change of the gate
bias A V* is given by

s-il-18
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Fig.l S.chem4ic cross-section of the device modeling in
the (a)long channel case, (b)short channel case.

whgrg A Q is the change of the charge under the gate
and Cn, is the gate capacitance per unit erea. Hence, the
velocify is obtained by measured transconductance gm
per unit gate width and calculated Cgs, then

cns (F/cm2)

Schematic cross section of our modeling is
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When the gate length decreases to submicron
region, the effective gate length extended with the lateral
depletion layer width must be considerd. We estimate
the effective gate length Lg eff introducing the widned
ratio / , then

Lg err = Ls + 226(d+Ad)

resultant gate-recesQ was formed 0.25 p m wide and
0.15 p m deep. 1500A-thick Ti gate metdl formed using
electron-beam evaporation and lift-off process. Then it
was thinned down to 0.05 p m of the gate length by
exposing CFa plasma. The SEM cross section of the
resultant device is shown in Fig.3. What is the most
important in this process is a deep and naffow
gate-recess to maintain high electric field under the
gate.

Fig.3 SEM cross-section photograph of the 0.05 p m-
gate MODFET.

4.Results and Discussion

The drain characteristics at 300K for the
0.05 p m-Eate MODFET is shown in Fig.4. The
maximum transconductance of the device with gate
leng_th ranging from 0.5 p m to 0.05p m was measured
at 77K and 300K. When the device shows the
maximum transconductance, the depletion layer reaches
to the 2DEG as assumed in the above mentioned
nlodgling, The- intrinsic transconductance g. inl woS
obtained from the maximum transconductancC aiid the
source resistance of the MODFET measured under
theose tempera-tures. Fig.5 is a plot of the obtaind gm int
as a function of the gate length. Ir is noted in this fiEGd
is ttrat lhe g,6l become independent of the temperature
when t[e gate length decreases down to 0.05 p m.

The corresponding carrier velocity was also
extracted from eq.(5).The velocities in the case of y -l
were plotted in Fig.6, whqre the velocity reached-the
maximum value of 6.5x107 cm/s when the gate length
decreases down to 0.05 p m. The obtaind velocities are
higher than the reported value of saturation drift
velocity. The enhanced velocities are owing to the
velocity overshoot effect. The fact that the velocity is
independent of the temperature implies that the electrons
are transported without suffering from optical phonon
and/or inter-valley scattering. It is noted that the
resultant temperature-independency has nothing to do
with the value of X in the modeling. This means the
temperature-independency of the transconductance is the
direct evidence of ballistic rransport.

vs =+ (2)

where Ln is the gate length, d is the thickness of the
AlGaAs [ayer and A d is set-back distance in the 2DEG
as shown in Fig.2(b). This gate fringing effect cause
decryasing of.g.ss by the rario of LrlLgrn In this case,
the Cgs in eq.(2)"is given by

t^, e Lgus,=d.Adt,*, @)

whg19 e is the permittivity of the AlGaAs layer. From
eq.(2) and (4), the effective carrier velociti u. eff is
extracted by using ttre following equation: ' u

r, __ g^(d+Ad) h_{lsetT= 
, E

(3)

(5)_ g-(d+Ad) Lr+2)C(d+Ad)

eLg

3.Fabrication Process

^ .. 
The process for the 0.05 p m-gar€ MODFETs is

as follows. The ep-i:structure 'is aJshown in Fig.2,where the \rIB E grown AIG aAs/GiAi
modulation-doped structurE is seen. planer isolation
was employed using Boron implantation. AuGeNi/Au
was evaporated and then alloyed to make ohmic
contacts. After 0.25 p m gate-paitern of pMMA was
opened by using electron-beam lithography, n+GaAs
contact layer was selecrively etchedby r6ictive ion
etching using the gas mixture of CCi2F2+He. The

0.25 pm

source drain

gate

A'.'. rrr€aAs '.'-:: gxlol8cm'3 15oo A j

nr-AGaAs 1.5x1o18cnf3 4oo A

undoped-GaAs

S.l. GaAs Subs[ate

Fig.Z Schematic cross-section of the 0.O5um-gate
MODFET.
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Fig.4 Current(I6)-volitage(V6*) characteristics for a
0.05 p m-gate MODFET (Wg=200 p m) at 300K.

Since the measured source resistance per unit
gate width of 0.05 pm-gate MODFET is l.2olmm and
0.4 O/mm at 300K and77K, respec_tively, the electric
field under the gate reaches 2.8x10r V/cm even at the
temperature of 300 K. Thus obtained electriic field is
enough to achieve the ballistic transport effect.

The present result has good agreement with
those reported so far obtained from Monte Carlo
simulatioir4).

5.Conclusion

Based on the proposed modeling of the device, we
esrimare that the carrier velocity in AlGaAs/GaAs
MODFET with the gate length of 0.05 p m reaches
6.5x107 cm/s indepbndent of temperature. This fact
implies that the electrons are transported without
suffering from scatterings, which is a direct evidence of
ballistic transport.
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Fig.5 Transconductance atTTKand 300K as a funcrion
of gate length.
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Fig.6 Carrier velocity at77K and 300K as a function of
gate lengtlt.
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